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ABSTRACT

Thermal dispersion of the guiding centre drifts in a

plasma leads to phase-mixing and kinetic damping of macroscopic

plasma perturbations. A simple illustration is given by the

drifts of a dilute plasma in an inhomogeneous magnetic field,

""its results in a substantial kinetic damping on a time scale

. i.".y being slightly longer tnan that of the Larmor period of

," ration.

Similar results are likely to be obtained in more complicated

jituations such as those of a dense, non-dissipative, high-beta

plasma, at least as far as orders of magnitude are concerned.

Thus the present phase mixing effect is expected to have a

substantial general influence on the dynamics and stability

of macroscopic plasma perturbations in high-beta systems with

strong magnetic field inhomogeneities.



1. Introduction

The dynamics of a magnetized plasma becomes subject to kine-

tic phase-mixing effects when the individual particle excursions

are comparable to the characteristic macroscopic length scale

of existing perturbations, such as in the case of large Larmor

radius (LLR) effects QJ As a result, the macroscopic dis-

turbances are distorted and "smeared out" by kinetic damping,

at least under certain conditions.

However, phase-mixing effects arise not only from the

viirect influence of large particle excursions, but can also

originate from a dispersion in the guiding-centre drifts of

the plasma particles [£} . In particular, such effects arise

in an inhomogeneous magnetic field where the high-energy parts

of the particle distribution have larger magnetic gradient

drift velocities than the low-energy parts.

In this paper a simple special case of phase-mixing by

the guiding-centre drifts in an inhomogeneous magnetic field

will be studied, as a first illustration of the class of

dispersion phenomena which are caused by the guiding-centre

drift motions.

In an Extrap fusion reactor the number of ion Larmor radii

contained within the pinch radius becomes at least about 30 [3] .

The LLR effects will influence a large part of the wave length

spectrum of a plasma perturbation also in such a case [3]. The

phase-mixing by guiding-centre motion described here reinforces

the effects which contribute to a kinetic damping of the plasma

perturbations.



2. Dispersion EfTects in First Order Orbit Theory

The present treatment is based on first order orbit theory,

thereby keeping corresponding limitations in mind, as well as

the possibilities of a more rigorous analysis. For a single

particle of mass m and charge q the velocity w can be

written as P*~̂ 3

w = u + W (1)

where u is the velocity of the guiding centre, W the velocity

of gyration, and the equivalent magnetic moment

M = - mBW2/2B2 B = |B| (2)

becomes an approximate constant of the motion in the magnetic

field B. The theory becomes an acceptable approximation when

at IZ
BI << B and |dB/dt | << co B where a. is the Larmor radius

L g L.
and a? the gyro frequency.

o

We now replace the conventional distribution function by

a function which includes the quantities defined in eqs. (1)

and (2)» i.e. where the three velocity components are replaced

by the two variables utf and M = |M| . Thus

dn = f(£, u,,, M, t) dMdu,, (3)

stands for the number of particles at the position £ and

time t, having magnetic moments between M and M + dM, and

velocities u,, = u.B along B = B/B between u,, an(]

u,, + du,,. The corresponding contribution d£ to the particle

fa.jx per unit area from the number dn then becomes



dr = udn + curl(Mdn/q) (4)

The flux dr consists of one contribution due to the drift

velocity u of guiding centra, and one contribution due to the

velocity W of gyration. Integration of dj_ over (u|;, M)-space

(or velocity space) yields the total flux £ = nu + curl(nM/q)

of conventional first order orbit theory [5,6] where r. is

the particle density and u and M stand for the average

values of the distributions of u and M.

Using earlier deduced expressions for the drift velocity u,

eq. (4) can be recast into a form being equal to the lowest

order momentum balance equation which is obtained from the first

and second moments of the Vlasov equation [6"]. This point will

not be further treated in this context.

Of special interest to the present analysis is on the other

hand the circumstance that eq. (4) can be used to write a first

order approximation to the equation of continuity, on the form

-|r (dn) = divT = div(udn) (5)
oX.

Coiribinir i£ e q s . ( 5 ) a n d (3), t h e r e s u l t b e c o m e s

• | f + u«Vf • f d i v u = 0 ( 6 )
3t

for all (dM, du w). In the special case where divu = 0, eq. (6)

is seen to have a form which is similar to that of the Vlasov

equation in the free-streaming case, but with the full particle

velocity w being replaced by the guiding centre drift

velocity u.The latter velocity becomes



M = yw
 + Mj. - u -B + Bx(uxB)/B2 (7)

where

,2,-

• (2Mujj/W2qB)(curlB), = u • u R + u m + u. (8)

and F stands for other force fields than B. In the special

case CUPIB = 0 it is observed that u. = 0. Further divup = 0

when F x VB = 0 and curlF = 0.

In connection with eqs. (6) and (8),it is finally noticed

that phase mixing effects due to the velocity dependent parts of

the transverse guiding centre drift ux originate from the

"magnetic gradient drifts" u and u., but not from the drift

Up due to the force fields, such as an electric field E or

a gravitation field g. In the lowest order approximation where

dua/dt = Bx[UE/3t)xB]/B this does not become the case of the

"inertia drift" u either. A certain phase mixing effect

derived from the finite Larmor radius (FLR) correction of the

E x B drift of ions \f] is on the other hand expected to arise

in higher order orbit theory.



3- A Special Case of Phase Mixing by the Magnetic Gradient Drift

3.1. Starting Points

To illustrate the phase mixing effect due to the magnetic

gradient drift u in eq. (8), we now study the simple case of
— D

a dilute ion gas in a magnetic field when curlB = 0 and F = 0.

The magnetic field is assumed to be generated by a line current

J along the axis z of a cylindrical frame (r,<p,z). The

corresponding field strength becomes

B = (0,B,0) B = u0Jo/2-rrr (9)

from which

u B = (0,0,uB) uB = (2TTm/PoeJo)(u^ • | W
2) (10)

All ions are in this case drifting at constant but different

velocities along the z-direction, and for the entire velocity

spectrum we have du,/dt = 0 and divu^ = 0. Further, there

is full symmetry in the cp-direction. Consequently, eq. (6)

reduces to

having the solution

r = r(z-uBt) (12:



This result is obvious from the physical point of view, because

all ions are drifting in the z direction along the surfaces
2

B = const., at the velocity uR. Thus, W remains constant

during the drift according to eq. (2), and so does uM because

there are no compression or expansion effects of the ion gas

in the magnetic field direction. This implies that

2 2 2 2
w + w + w E W = c o n s t . ( 1 3 )

where (w , w , w ) are the components of the total particle
r »p z

velocity w and |u,| << |w|.

3.2. Kinetic Damping of a Macroscopic Density Perturbation

The unperturbed state of the ion gas is now assumed to have

the isotropic Maxwellian form

fo = [no/(TTu^)3/2]exp[-(w/uo)2]o / ( u ^

2
where u = 2KT /m with T standing for the ion temperature

Further, a perturbed state at time t = 0 is assumed where

f(z,w,O) = f [l + c(coskz)]

and 0 < c << 1. The perturbat ion of the d i s t r i b u t i o n function

is then obtained from eqs. (12) and (15) which yield

f ( z , w , t ) = f ( z , w , t ) - f = cf c o s [ k ( z - u t . t ) J
— — 0 0 ts



The corresponding macroscopic density perturbation becomes

n ( z , t ) = [cn o /2(Tr) 3 / 2 ] (N + e i k z • N_e i k z) (17)

where

N± = (1/u3) exp(-w2/v2)dw dw dw (18)
o I I I r <p z

and

)2 ± I (kt /v n ) = (a ± ib) 2 /w 2 (19)
o ts

VB = 3Mo
e J

o /4 l t m = " 2 / u
B

 ( 2 0 )

A new set of variables

Xr = Wr / v± xcp = w(p/v± x
z

is introduced for which the integrals (18) are transformed

into

N± = (v^/u3) j jexp[-(x2 • x2
 + x2)]dx rdx (pdxz (22)

Here L+ indicates that each variable (x ,x ,x ) should be

integrated in the complex plane along a straight line through

the origin, having the inclination b/a. Since the



integrand of eq. (22) is regular within the entire space, we can

write

ao
2 A n

( _V2 r
I e r dxp + ee "cdxr • e 'dxp * e dxp + e dxp = 0 (23)

L+ +00 a ±ib -a
o o o

where (a ,b )-»• °°. There is an analogous treatment of the inte-

grals with respect to x and x . Putting x = a + i8 in
T̂  Z I / O

the third integral of eq. (23), and choosing the upper sign in

eqs. (19) and (23), we obtain

a o o

f ~xr f -(an+i|3)
2

J = e rdx r = i I e ° dB (24)

a +ib b
o o o

With x = -a - iB the fourth integral of eq. (23) results in

-ao-ibo b o

f ~ xr f -(a o+i6)
2

J4 E e rdx p = -i e ° dB = J^ (25)

-a o
o

2 2 2 2
Since a Q = (w/u ) + b Q > b Q according to eq. (19), we see that

J and Jj. tend to zero as a and b approach infinity.

Consequently

+ 00

e £dx r = e axpax = A (26

L +

and
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N + = (*)
3/2(v+/u )

3 (27)

Inserting expressions (27) into eq. (17), the result becomes

n(z,t) = 8(no/2)[(l + iT)"
3 / 2e i k z

 + (1 - ii)-
3/2e"ikz] (28)

where

T = u2kt/vB (29)

Finally, using the identity

1 ± ix = (1 + x2)exp(±iarctgt) (30)

eq. (28) obtains the form

n(z,t) = cnQ(l + T
2)"3/2cos(kz - | arctgT) (31

Thus, the initial density perturbation n(z,o) becomes smeared

out and damped by phase-mixing, at times t which exceed

the characteristic time

= V k u o = 3LB/2kaiUo (32)

defined by T = 1. In eq. (32) we have L.. = B/1 VBI ,
b —
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OJ. = eB/m., and a. = u / u>. is the thermal mean value of the

ion Larmor radius. The ratio between the kinetic damping time

tn and the period t. = 2TT/OJ. of gyration then becomes
D 1 1

(33)

where X = 2 ir/k is the wave length of the density perturbation

and 0 = 4p n KT /B2 stands for the beta value.

The physics behind the result of eqs. (31)-(33) is obvious.

A density perturbation of the initial form n(z,o) = en (coskz)

will at later times be subject to phase mixing, because the

more energetic ions drift at higher speeds u B along z than

the less energetic ones. After a time t >, to this effect
t>

becomes substantial, and for times t >> tD the amplitude
D

n(z,t) decays rapidly to zero, i.e. when all parts of the

velocity spectrum have been "smeared out" along z at distances

which substantially exceed the perturbation wave length X.

3.3. Numerical Illustrations

Within first order orbit theory we must limit ourselves

to cases where a-̂  << (X,LR). An example is given by a line

current J = 3xl0^A and a dilute proton gas within an annular
0 -2 -2 5

region 2x10 < v < 6x10 m, being at a temperature of 10 K.
-2 ^ - -^

Then Lo = 4x10 ,- and a. = 3x10
 Jm. For perturbations of the

D 1

wave length X = Lg the ratio given by eq. (33) then becomes

to/t. - 7- The density perturbation thereby becomes strongly
D 1

damped by phase mixing already after a few gyro periods, i.e.

after about 2 ys.
The data of so far made linear Extrap pinch experiments

/j
correspond to a pinch current J = 3x10 A, a plasma temperature

t P_ _?
T 2 bxlO^K, and a pinch radius a = 3x10 m. Inserted into

eq. (33) this would lead to tfi/t. =0.3 for X = Lfi, and to

a considerable damping by phase mixing after less than 1 ys.
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Even if this high-beta case is at the limits of validity of

first-order orbit theory, the obtained ratio tD/t. can be
t> i

expected to be of the right order of magnitude. It is there-

fore likely that the present phase mixing effects also become

important to dense high-beta plasmas, such as those of the

Z-pinch.

Finally, a first estimate of the importance of the present

phase-mixing effect to a full-scale Extrap reactor is made

by comparing the characteristic time tB of eq. (32) with the

time t. for an Alfvén wave to travel around the circumreference

of the pinch cross section which has the average radius a.

Using the Bennett relation, we have

t /4- T i l A /Q w ^ « f •*) II \

B / t A = 3ALBe1/8ir a (34)

where 9. = a/a. is the number of ion Larmor radii contained

within the pinch radius. Strong phase-mixing should then take

place when tD < tA, i.e. for wave lengths X which are smaller

than the characteristic value

35)

Extrap reactor conditions j_8j correspond to 9. = 30 at least,

and LR = a. This implies that the part X ^ X , = 0 . 9 a of

the wave length spectrum becomes subject to the present phase

mixing effect, i.e. practically all wave lengths which form

integrating parts of any plasma disturbance.
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4. Conclusions

In this context a simple example has been given on

phase-mixing by the guiding-centre drift, i.e. in a dilute

gas of charged particles in a magnetic vacuum field of simple

geometry. More fusion relevant cases of high-density and

high-beta plasmas in complicated geometries have to be further

investigated. Nevertheless, the order of magnitude of the

kinetic damping time due to phase-mixing is expected to be

given by eqs. (32) and (33), and not only for density

perturbations but possibly also for perturbations of other

macroscopic plasma quantities such as of the fluid velocity

and the induced magnetic field. Moreover, the effect of a

spatial inhomogeneity of the magnetic gradient drift [2J not

being treated here, gives an additional contribution by dis-

torting a plasma perturbation in space.

From eq. (33) is further seen that the present phase-mixing

effect is expected to become large in high-beta plasmas with

strong magnetic field inhomogeneities. Consequently, this

effect should be particularly important in systems such as

the Z-pinch, whereas it should have a much smaller influence

on systems with relatively low beta values and small magnetic

field inhomogeneities, such as tokamaks and stellarators.

It should finally be mentioned that a kinetic study of the

gravitational Rayleigh-Taylor instability can be made to include

both LLR-effects [_9~\ and the present phase-mixing, by letting

the equivalent g-force become a function of the individual

particle velocity.
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